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IHTKODUCTZOH

A preliminary Investigation of the nativities 
of tin in tin amalgams has shown that a more complete 
study would b# worth while* This work has pointed out 
methods by which most of the experimental difficulties 
could be overcome*

In addition, the present problem is to inolude 
the determination of the potential of pure tin against 
the saturated tin amalgam and the electrode potential 
of pur® tin*

The electrode potential of tin has been calculated
by means of an equilibrium measurement* but has never 
been successfully determined by a direct measurement*

In this problem It has been accomplished by- 
using the saturated amalgam and a hydrogen electrode*
The B° obtained In tills manner is then corrected for the 
potential found for pm*® tin against the saturated amalgam* 

While these three goals are very closely inter
related, It seems best to sub-divide each part of this 
paper into three pmrtsf namely, (A) the activities of tin 
la tin amalgams, (8) the potential between pure tin mad 
It® saturated emalgam, and (€} the electrode potential of 
tin*
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iiBVIKW OF TUB LXTLK&TTIKB

Am K lc c trq a g o tiv a  Fore© ot  T in  tm&ltmmm

The electromotive force of tin ataalgtims have 
been determined on several occasions but In only on© 
ease have they been successful* ftlehards and Wilson Cl)# 
In a series of investigations of the electromotive force 
of liquid amalgam©# mad© a limited study of tin analgam©* 
Tills work while highly precise Included only a very few 
measurements• Their object in these studies wmm to 
determine the deviation® of the observed potential from 
that calculated by the iernst equation for the electro** 
motive fore® of concentration cells# They found in the 
case of tin that the observed potentials were always lower 
than those calculated from the Kemst equation*

■Lewis and Uandall (2) have devised a method by 
which the activities of a metal in its amalgams may be 
calculated from the electromotive force of such amal&ama* 
If activities are used Instead of mol fractions in the 
Hernet equation the observed values agree very closely 
with those calculated* Lewis and Kendall (2) first used 
this method for calculating the activities of thallium 
In thallium aftmlgama by employing the data obtained by 
Klohards and Daniels (3)*
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The only talu# reported In the literature for 
the potential of* purs tin against Its saturated amalgam 
has been by VsnHeteren (4)» Ho determined the potential 
using stannous chloride a® the electrolyte and electrolytic
tin as the tin electrode# and found it to be *00 millivolts 
as an average of about five measurements » which had an 
average deviation from the mean of about *70 of a milli
volt* This at least shows that the solid phase is not 
pure tin and that the potential between the saturated 
amalgam and pure tin Is In the neighborhood of a milli
volt* It also shews the difficulty In obtaining a 
reproducible value for the tin electrode*
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€• Electrode Potential of Tin,

The accepted value for the electrode .potout 1ml 
of tin at the present time Is based upon the electrode 
potential of lead and an equilibrium study made by Hoy as 
and Toab® £5) • They studied the equilibrium between lead* 
tin# lead perchlorate and tin perchlorate and found that 
the electrode potential of tin should be 0*0140 volte 
more negative than the electrode potential of lead* At 
preseat the accepted value for lead 1® given am -0*128 
volts# which has been calculated by t*ewis and Kendall (6) 
fro® data obtained from several different sources* In 
this calculation several assumptions were mad# which 
limits the accuracy of the value* Carsaondy (7) has 
obtained 0*186 volts for the value# while others have 
obtained values all the way from 0*120 to 0*129* At 
the present time a research is being conducted in this 
laboratory by Hatfield CO) on the electrode potential 
of lead* The method which he is using was developed by 
hinhart (9) in hia determination of the electrode potential 
of mercury* In this method the indefinite liquid junction 
potential has been avoided*

while several attempts have been made to determine 
the electrode potential of tin directly# none have been
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successful* Moat of thaaa have Involved Indefinite liquid 
Junction potentials*

Llnhart's (9) method for determining the eleotrode 
potential of a metal without an appreciable liquid Junction 
potential aearns applicable to our problem* Details of this 
method will be given later*



mmoumiCAh discussion

A* Activities of Tin In Tin

It has bean shown that whan concentrations ana 
usad in the lernst aquation for ths electromotive fore® 
of concentration ©alls tbs calculated valuos do not agree 
with the observed values eaceept1 when the concentrations 
are very dilute* The deviation becomes larger mm the 
concentration Ineresses and may be either positive or 
negative since It depends upon the metal In question#

This difficulty Is not limited to the Hernsb 
equation alone, but Is the case In practically all of 
the physics 1 chemistry equations which depend upon 
concentration# Many attempts have been made to develop 
equations which will hold for concentration other than 
at Infinite dilution# The majority of these have only 
been correction factors for specific cases#

a. Mm Lewis (10) has developed a concept which 
he calls the activity# It can. In a most general way, 
be defined as **th.at quantity which when substituted 
for the concentration of a given substance in the mass 
action expression will give a constant value for the 
expression over the entire range of concentration11* In



other word®, the activity ©f a substance la its
"effective concentration** In a given solution*

thus* If th© activities of a metal in its 
amalgam* are available the potential between any two 
amalgams may be calculated and should agree very closely 
with the observed potential*

Lewi a and Eandall (2) have developed a method 
whereby such activities may be calculated from the 
electromotive- force of their amalgams*

In order to make such a determination we mist 
first study the type of cell which is to be used* If 
two electrodes of the same metal and Identical In states 
are Immersed In an electrolyte containing their Iona, 
no potential difference ©an be observed, furthermore, 
if an Infinitesimal amount of current Is allowed to pass 
through the ©ell a transfer of metal will occur from one 
electrode to the other* Here also no potential difference 
can be detected for no change in free energy A F ha® taken 
place, for the concentration of the metal has not been 
changed at either electrode* Since 4 F • -l!SF# the reversible 
electromotive force of the cell would also be aero* If a 
finite amount of current had been allowed to pass there 
would have been a potential difference established by 
concentration polarisation• ,.uea a roeess would be



irreversible* F being the Faraday equivalent* N she 
number of' such equivalents paaaln^ through the cell 
and ifi the electromotive force of the cell* Thus* If 
the concentration of the two electrodes are the same 
the activities of the metal will also bo the same at 
both electrodes*

However* if the two electrodes differ from eaeh 
other In some way* such as different states of strain* 
or if one electrode la the pure metal and the other Is the 
8 mm® metal but containing some impurities there will be a 
difference in the activities of the metal In the two 
electrodes* As m result of this inequality of activities 
there will be a tendency for the metal whose activity is 
the highest to be transferred to the electrode at which the 
metal is at a lower activity* Thm transfer cannot take 
place unless a current Is allowed to flow* but the 
potential which would cause such a flow can be measured by 
aeans of a sensitive galvanometer and potentiometer* If 
this potential is measured during the passing of an 
infinitesimal amount of current* it may be considered as 
the reversible electromotive force of the cell*

It is evident then# that If the potentials of such 
cells mrm measured under reversible conditions* that we will 
have a direct measure of the ratio of the activities of the 
.metal© In the two electrodes* 'Phis type of cell Is well
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Illustrated by one which ha© amalgams of different 
concentration® aa its electrodes# This type of electrode 
Is free frost strains and Is very reproducible*

amalgam electrode® with the corresponding metallic Ions 
as electrolytes are dependent only upon the concentrations 
of the metals In the amalgams* The change In free energy 
4 P In the transfer of metal from on© electrode to the 
other Is a function only of the mol fraction Kg of the 
metal in the amalgam. This is expressed in the following 
equation?

Where li is the gas constant y T the absolute temperature 
and In the natural logarithm* since the mol fraction can 
only be used In very dilute amalgams we shall employ the 
activity which holds over the entire rang® of concentration.* 
ilhen the activity 1® substituted for the mol fraction

activity of the metal in the sore concentrated amalgam

Sine# this la only the case in very dilute amalgams we shall 
turn our attention to equation (2).

^raiatlon (2) becomes, on the substitution of

Th© electremotive force of cell.® composed of

/IF a HT In *2 (1)
j»a

equation C D  becomes 4F m HT In s|j^2  ̂when ag is the

and the activity of the metal In the more dilute amalgam* 
The two equations baccate identical when *



Introducing the numerical values of K and F and using 
common logarithms, equation {5} becomes for tin at 25°C s

®oB » - .02958 log _ (4)
*2

H * 1.9835 calories per degree, F * 25374 calories per 
volt equivalent and M for tin is 2.

Fro® this equation It is readily seen that the 
electromotive force of a cell composed of two tin amalgams 
depends solely on the activity of tin In the amalgams, and 
Is Independent of the concentration of the electrolyte so 
long as stannous ions are present.

The equation as it stands permits only the 
calculation of the ratio of the activities of tin In the 
amalgams from the electromotive force of such a cell. The 
activities of the metal In each amalgam can be calculated 
for the electromotive force between such amalgams by a 
method developed by lewis and Kandall (2). This method 
follows:

Equation (4), on rearrangement becomes:

L o g  *2 “  *6- m s §  - 106 a 2 (5)

If now we let Hg and &g be the mol fraction and activity of 
tin in any amalgam and Hg amd Sg the corresponding values 
in some particular amalgam chosen as a r eference, E will 
be the electromotive force of a concentration cell in which
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ona Bleotrjdo 18 t5M* ■ » ! « «  of fixed wol fraction »|
and an amalgam of any other mol fraction % •

If the log of Kg 1® subtracted fro® both aides 
of equation (6) we gets

108 “T£--- “ *758388 “ log s2> ♦ 3.08 *1
%hen the quantity in the parenthesis is plotted 

against !g» as shown in Figure XV* we see that when
M& m o, w© h a w  by definition that a -̂TT m l* and the

%
-- ** 0* The value of the ordinate when the curve cuts

the vertical a^is 1® therefore equal to - log a|># This 
gives at once the activity of the reference amalgam whose 
mol fraction is Hg • The value of this limiting ordinate 
subtracted from the ordinate at any other value of »a 
gives the value of log , fro® which »g ie readily

8g
calculated*

This is the method by which we Shall calculate 
the activities of tin in tin sssalgani from the electromotive 
force between such amalgams*
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B* Saturated Tin Amalgams

Saturated amalgams are nearly always used in 
place of1 the purs zsetal In establishing the electrode 
potential or that metal against some reference electrode•
In such a noftiurmnt; It is essential that an electrode 
be used whloh quickly roaches equilibrium and that this 
equilibrium vslu® be reproducible* This is seldom found to 
be tli# case when solid set el electrodes are used* The 
electrodes themselves may be of the purest metal but when 
their potentials are measured against some reference 
electrode, reproducible values are difficult to obtain*
This variation in potential ©an be ascribed only to 
variation in the physical state of the metal,such as being 
under different stages of strain* Thia variation is less 
pronounced in soft metals and may be minimised by using 
the metal In a very finely divided state or by electrolytic 
deposition of the metal on a suitable surface*

Even with such precautions equilibrium is vary 
slow in being attained and not as reproducible as is 
desired* For this reason the saturated amalgams are used 
wherever possible for they are not only easily prepared but 
reach an equilibrium value that is very reproducible, and 
In a very short time* Furthermore, this type of amalgam
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electrode requires no analysis*
if euoh an amalgam it to be used in determining 

tii® electrode potential of' the metal against mm m  reference 
electrode* the potential of the saturated amalgam against 
the pur® stetal must be determined* This potential should fee 
aero unless the metal forms a solid solution with mercury. 
This is i?ery difficult to show fey analysis but is relatively 
easy fey electromotive force measurements* In such a cell as 
this it Is not essential that eq\iiliferl\as fee attained at 
onee as in the case of the other cells* Therefore# it 
would not fee as difficult to obtain reproducible values as 
In the das® where the potential is measured against some 
reference electrode*
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C* The Standard Electrode Potential of fln

The standard electrode potential of a metal 1® 
defined as the potential of the metal In it® standard 
a tat® against it® ion® in a solution in which they are 
at -unit aotlvlty* This potential i® symbolised by M°
and represents the tendency of a natal to dot sob electron®
and go into solution, a® metallicIons*

This potential of a slngl® ©laetrod© 1® determined 
by refarena® to the normal hydrogen electrode* The 
potential of the hydrogen electrode at atnoepharlo pressure 
against an aqueous solution containing hydrogen Ion at 
unit activity, is considered a® sere at all temperatures*
In an expression for ® cell reaction the hydrogen electrode 
1® placed arbitrarily at the left and combined with the 
other electrode In question at the right* Since the voltage 
of the hydrogen electrode Is considered to be aero, the 
voltage of such m cell Is a direct measure of the ©ingle 
electrode potential of the metal in question*

The sign of such a single electrode potential is 
determined by the direction In which negative electricity 
moves within tha cell* The voltage Is positive if negative 
electricity moves from right to left within the cell a® 
written* Thus if the ©ell Is written as followsi
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It Indicated that the potential of the Junction Me* Me 
is positive and therefore the voltage of the entire ©all 
a® written is positive* But if negative electricity 
within the cell moves fro® left to right as written the 
single electrode potential Is negative as is the sign of 
the complete cell*

0®tns*m and Daniels (17) have established a 
convention to show the relationship between the way a 
cell is written and the chemical reaction which take® 
place in the cell* It Is "the chemical reaction of a 
cell Is written a® ttmt reaction which would cause 
negative electricity to flow from right to left within 
the cell”* The voltage of a cell so reacting is 
arbitrarily taken to be positive* Since a positive voltage 
mean® that the work* HBF* i® likewise positive and therefore 
the cell does work on Its surrounding* and uses up the free 
energy* or in other words* A F is negative and the reaction 
Is spontaneous*

The potential of the junction between a metal and 
Its Ions Is positive or negative depending upon whether 
the metal has a greater tendency to lose electron® and 
become Ions or whether the Ion® have a greater tendency to 
gain electron® and become the metal again* Tfm former would 
have a positive potential for the junction Me0/Me* while the
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latter would have a positive potential for the JunetIon
h@*/m©° *

The relationship between the standard electrode 
opotential £ and the potential of the electrode M in a 

solution in which Its ion® are other than at unit activity 
is best shown by the following equations* Fen? any reaction* 
iA ♦ bB « oC * dB» the change in free energy 4 w is 
represented by the following equation

- il? ■ fit In E -Rtf In *8 *S (1)
** *B

where & i@ the equilibrium eonstent* and a the activity 
of each substance* If both the reactants and the products 
are at unit activity or if activity quotient Is unity - 0 F 
becomes - /J F° and the last term becomes equal to aero* w# 
have as m result the equation

- fiF° m BT In K (8) 
and since^ F m -STEP and /\P° » ~li£°F we can obtain the 
equation E° « BT In K and by subtraction In equation (1)STwe get the more general eqxiation in which ail the substances 
are not at unit activity*

M *» S° -Rg la a| *]
(3)

*8 »l
If now we apply this equation to the particular 

ease in which tin is used as an electrode In a solution
A Aof Sn Iona of activity *&&++ and measured against a hydrogen
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©lootrod* to a solution or or activity eg* w© got the 
following equation for the electromotive of the cell

%  / ”* I)Sn** I Bn
end whose chemical reaction is

8* ♦ S®** x: ♦ Sm**

E « H° -KT Ur *§♦ a»_o
W  -S  —  (4)

•SB** *Hg
If we measure the potential of such a ©ell we 

can calculate the K° value for tin provided the activities 
of the hydrogen Ions and stannous ions are available*

Ltohart C9) has used a method to his determination 
of the electrode potential of mercury by which the usual 
indefinite liquid Junction potential has been avoided* 
ills cell Is represented by the following expression

l%| BClQ4lxm)jJllCl04(3m) * HggtClagJg^}/ Eg
If y Is made small to caparison with x the solution
becomes almost Identical throughout and hence any liquid

oJunction potential would be very small * The 1 calculated 
for such a cell would be practically free of any error 
caused by a liquid junction potential*

It should b© possible to use this type of cell to 
determine the electrode potential of various metals above 
Mercury to the M*il*F* series by the use of these saturated
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amalgam e. We shall use It for determining the potential 
of the saturated tin amalgam from which the standard 
electrode potential or tin can he calculated by correcting 
tor the potential between pure tin and the saturated amalgam#

Hils cell would b© composed of the hydrogen electrode
In x molal hydrochloric acid and the saturated tin amalgam
In m molal hydrochloric acid and y mol&l stannous chloride#
It may be expressed as follows?

Eg I ilCKxm) H 'sCHxm) + HnClg(xm) ( %(Sn)aat.
The reaction taking place in the ©ell would be

4  ♦ 2,n++ ; m *  * Sn°
and the electromotive force of such a cell would be given 
by the equation (4) above*

Before an B° value can he calculated the activity
of the individual Ion© must be available* The activities
of the ions are calculated by raultiphylng the molality of 
the ions by their activity coefficients corresponding to 
the ionic strength of the solution In which they are used#
The activity coefficient is defined as the therxoodyxuu&le 
degree of dissociation. These values are constant in 
solutions of the same ionic strength, provided the concentra
tions are not too greet* Ionic strength I® defined as one- 
half the sum of the stoichiometries! molality of each Ion 
multiplied by the square of its valence# Th&a the activity
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of an Ion is given by the equation
a* m Y* %  W  a* • V̂ *m"

Equation (4) b M o m « fupon substitution of tbs 
numerical values for the constants and changing, to 
ordinary logarithms* sfi*ii « B® - .02966 log Jz_______

*Hjj *3n+4,
The B® value calculated by tills equation would be that
of tin In the saturated amalgam# Since both the tin 
and the hydrogen gas are In their standard states aSn 
and &ng 'become equal to unity* Eeplaelng a by Y H  wm 
got ths following aquation for 130 of tin in the 
saturated amalgam*

H » K° -.02966 log (Vh+ “H**8

To obtain U tar pure tin In Its standard, state
It Is only necessary to add the potential between pure

otin and its saturated amalgam to the E value calculated 
by the above equation*
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mBmxumTta* bktaxi«s

A* Apparatus

AS tin in its amalgam is very susceptible to 
oxy&m such amalgams must b© prepared and kept in a 
complete absence of air. This has been accomplished 
by the system shorn in thm diagrammatic* sketch* shown 
in Figure 2* It was eons trusted entirely of fyreae 
glass fused together Into cm© unit* By proper control 
of stopcocks th© entire system eould b© evacuated to 
a pressure of less than, a millimeter of aiercury by moan® 
of a Gemco Myvae pump, after which it could be filled 
with hydrogen at atmospheric pressure* This cycle was 
repeated at least five times In order to insure complete 
absence of oxygen*

Previously distilled mercury was placed in a 
distilling flask not shown in the figure and after the 
flask was sealed off the mercury was distilled under a 
reduced pressure and in the presence of hydrogen into 
the air condenser A from which it ran directly into the 
storage flask B* Th© distilling flask was heated by 
means of a Cenoo iiotcone heater* the current through which 
was controlled by mean® of a water cooled resistance In 
order to regulate th® amount of heating*
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FIGURE I
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The mercury In B could be removed in m complete 
absanea of air through the ground glass joint at C by 
means of suitable pipettes* The ground glass Joints at 
C and E and on the two types of pipette® ware of standard 
taper and could bo used Interchangeably* The reference 
amalgam was prepared and stored in flask I) which was 
equipped with, m side arm X closed with a well fitting 
rubber stopper* The rubber stopper at the top of the 
flask was fitted with two tubes Y and $* both equipped 
with stopcocks* one reaching to the bottom of the flask 
and the other just through the stopper* This stopper was 
sealed In place with plceln cement* The long capillary 
tube W dipped Into a few centimeters of mercury and 
served both to indicate the pressure in the system and mm 
a safety valve in case of ewees® pressure* The two stop
cock® at B served to connect the system with any other 
system In which It was necessary to remove all traces of 
air* The system was connected at X to a hydrogen bomb 
from which the hydrogen passed through the tube B* which 
contained copper gauss heated to 450° - 500° by means of 
an electrically heated furnace* The coll J permitted the 
hydrogen gas to be cooled before it passed Into the rest 
of the system* The Hyvao pvmp was connected to the system 
at E.

The pipette M* shown in Figure XI* was used In



FIGURE II
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transferring a weighed portion of mercury from B to 
D In the absence of air for -use in preparing the 
reference amalgam. This same pipette was used In 
preparing the electrolyte used In filling cell o* It 
was ©clipped at the bottom with a capillary outlet tub©, 
closed by a stopcock* At the top was a tub© fitted with 
a ground glass joint, and a side arm fitted with a stop
cock*

The pipette i was used In diluting the reference 
amalgam and in Introducing both the reference amalgam and 
the dilute amalgams into ©ell 0* It was equipped with a 
capillary outlet tub© closed with a stopcock and a ground 
glass joint as an inlet tube which was also fitted with a 
stopcock*

The saturated amalgams were prepared in the flask 
P shown in Figure IX* It was connected to a capillary tube 
and stopcock by mean® of a ground glass Joint*

•The funnel Q, was used In transferring the saturated 
amalgam from the flask F to the cells* The capillary outlet 
was closed by means of a stopcock*

The cell 0, shown in Figure II,was used in measuring 
the potentials between the various amalgams as w ©11 as the 
potentials between the saturated amalgam and the pur© tin 
electrodes* 11th the cell so constructed, It was possible 
to measure the potential between three pairs of amalgams In
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one rilling of the cell* Electrical contact between 
the amalgams and the external leads were Made by u&® of 
platinum electrodes* These were made by fusing a short 
piece of platinum wire In the end of a soft glass tube*
These tube® were then filled with mercury In order that 
contact could be made with the leads to the potentiometer • 
These electrode® were held In place by rubber slip Joints 
which also served to seal the cell off from the air* The 
two side arms were used In removing air from the cell and 
in adding the electrolyte*

The cell in which the potential between, the saturated 
amalgams and the hydrogen electrodes were measured Is shown 
in Figure 1X1* This type of cell made It possible to obtain 
the potential of two saturated amalgam against two hydrogen 
electrodes In one filling of the cell* Hie construction of 
the half cell in which the amalgams were placed Is shown 
by the diagram * The bulb A was connected to B by means of 
a ground glass joint which permitted Its removal during 
the introduction of the saturated amalgams* This introduction 
was accomplished In exactly the same manner used in filling 
cell 0* Huh'ber slip joints were used in closing the two 
vertical tubes on B*

The construction of the hydrogen half cell B 1® 
clearly shown In the figure* Hydrogen was bubbled through 
the cell by way of an inner seal at the bottom of the cell*



FIGURE III
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The two hydrogen electrodes of platinised platinum end
the bubbling tube F were fitted lit a rubber ©topper which 
closed the top of the cell. The hydrogen wee saturated 
with the electrolyte to be used by passing through the 
saturator 0* The tub© C served as a bridge In connecting 
the two half cells* The stopcock® b and 1 were unlubricated 
and then could be kept closed to prevent diffusion of the 
electrolyte which would be"accentuated by the pumping action 
caused by the bubbling of hydrogen through the cell*

A thermostat constructed by the American Instrument 
Company was used to hold the cells at a constant temperature. 
This bath was operated at 2&°C and was constant to 4 0*02°* 

The potentials of the cells were measured with a 
Leeds and Borthrup Type K Potentiometer* An Kpplay Standard 
Cell* with an electromotive force of I*01088 volts was usedf
as a standard* A heeds and Borthrup Type U Galvanometer* 
with a sensitivity of 7*8 microvolts per millimeter with 
an external critical damping resistance of 2000 ohm in 
series* was used as a null instrument* The deflection of 
the galvanometer was determined by means of a lamp and scale 
reading device manufactured by the'‘same company*

Bach electrode in a cell had a separate lead to a 
switch board* from which* by a suitable arrangement of jacks* 
the potential of any pair of electrodes could be measured by 
the potentiometer*
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The weights used in this work were calibrated 
and only In the oasa of the ©0 gram weight was it neeessary 
to apply a correction*

B# Materials

fX1-io mercury used in the preparation of all amalgams 
was washed# dried and distilled twice* the first distilla
tion was carried cut trndar reduced pressure with m fin© 
stream of air bubbling through the mercury to oxidise any 
metals which might hair® been present* The second 
distillation was carried out in the system described above 
in the presence of hydrogen and under a reduced pr© a sure*
The mercury was distilled directly into the reservoir B 
after the distilling flask had been sealed off from the 
atmosphere*

fh© tin used in this work was prepared by 
electrolysing a hydrochloric acid solution of stannous 
chi or id© at a high current density* A platinum wire was 
used as a cathode and a tin rod ms the anode in the 
electrolysis* The stannous chloride solution was prepared 
by dissolving C * . r *  tin in constant boiling hydrochloric 
acid* Tiie fine needle-like crystals of tin obtained by this 
method were first washed free of acid with distilled water 
and then treated with alcohol to remove the excess water.
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and dried in a tie a locator over concentrated sulfuric acid* 
The water used in all eases was twice distilled# 

the second being carried out using a block tin condenser* 
The water was freshly prepared just before use*

f£he hydrogen was obtained from a bomb and was 
freed of oxygen by passing over copper gauge heated to 
460° - 500°C.

^he stannous chloride used in this research was 
Merck*a reagent quality.

The hydrochloric acid solutions were all prepared 
from the constant boiling acid*
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C* Method
1* Electromotive Fore® of Tin Amalgams

In determining the activity of tin In tin amalgams 
from their electromotive fore# It is necessary to have the 
potential difference between each amalgam* As more than 
one cell of four amalgams were measured it was necessary 
to have one amalgam of the same concentration in each ©@11 
that was assembled* This permits the calculation of the 
potential between any two amalgams or one in reference to 
all tlx# others* As a reference amalgam we have chosen one 
whose concentration is near the concentration of the 
saturated amalgam* first* because small changes in 
concentration due to oxidation would have no appreciable 
effect upon the potential of that amalgam and second* 
because this amalgam la to be used in preparing all of the 
other amalgams by diluting with mercury*

This reference amalgam was prepared as follows% 
the pipette M was used in transferring a weighed amount 
of mercury from the reservoir B to flask D in a ©amplele 
absence of air* The air was removed from the system and 
the pipette by the method of evacuation and filling with 
hydrogen* The mercury was run out of the pipette into 0 
by way of X, while a stream of hydrogen was escaping* This 
hydrogen entered the flask JD by way of <* and Z. The weighed



amount of tin was added in the same way* after which the 
fluaalgwft ws® completely mixed by bubbling hydrogen through 
it by way of the tube X and Q*

It should be mentioned here that the air in the 
bore of any of the stopcocks could be removed by having 
the ay a t m  under a pressure of hydrogen slightly more than 
atmospheric*and then by momentarily opening the atopeoek 
two or three times the air would be replaced by hydrogen#

Sine® this reference amalgam wa® to be used both 
as a reference potential ami in pro paring the other anelgan* 
it wa® necessary to analyse it at the time each cell was 
filled* The concentration was found to change very slowly 
during the interval between the filling of each cell*; .* « 
Tbie change was very small# but the potential of the reference 
amalgam was corrected for this change# It was no more than 
*02 millivolts between any two cells#

This reference amalgam was analysed for tin as 
follows s a weighed sample of 10 - SO grans of the amalgam 
was placed In a sllllmanlte crucible of 55 - 40 cc capacity 
and concentrated H'BOg added a few drop® at a time with 
constant stirring until all of the mercury had dissolved#
The crucible and its contents were then heated on a water 
bath until dry* after which It was carefully heated over a 
free flame until all of the mercury was distilled off* and 
then finally Ignited to constant weight* The tin,; was 
weighed as SnOg. 411 of the above operation® were carried
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out in a strong draft and undos* a hood# Duplicate 
analyse* * * w  mrn&m on each sample# These always checked 
within the limit® of error In weighing.

Coll 0 was used to 'kmsura the aleetromotlva force 
between the tin amalgams# Tha amalgams wore placed in tha 
sell fey means of tha pipotto ft# this pipette was used 
both In transferring the reference amalgam to the cell 
and in diluting the rafaranea amalgam with mercury and its 
subsequent introduction into the cell#

Tha pipette was first weighed and then joined to 
the flask X>, by mean® of tha ground glass joint at ist then
after all of the air in the system and pipette had been
replaced by hydrogen the rafaranea amalgam was run Into 
tha pipette after which it was weighed and this time joined 
to B by means of the ground glass joint at €• Tha air was
replaced by hydrogen in the same way as before and the
desired amount of mercury run In with tee amalgam# After 
this the pipette was weighed and then introduced into the 
cell o by way of a slip joint on the vertical tube directly 
above the cup in which the amalgam was to be placed# During 
this operation hydrogen was allowed to escape through tha 
tube In which the pipette was being inserted in order to 
prevent tha entrance of any air into the cell# The cell 
was connected by way of one of its side tubes to tha system 
and could be evacuated and filled with hydrogen Just as in



the ease of the pipettes* Those vortical tubea above 
the eupe before the amalgams ere introduced are closed
by means of m glass plug In the rubber slip joints* The 
capillary tub# of the pipette was inserted until the tip 
was Just inside ttm amp at the bottom of the cell* The 
system was then subjected to the cycle of evacuation and 
filling with hydrogen In order to replace aay air that 
might have entered and to remove the air which was trapped 
in tha capillary tube of the pipette* The amalgam was then 
allowed to run into the call after which tha pipette wme 
removed and replaced by the platinum electrode*

This same procedure was repeated for the Introduction 
of the other two diluted amalgams and the reference amalgam*
In the latter case it was not necessary to weigh the pipette*
The amalgams remained bright indefinitely when allowed to 
stand in the cell* It usually required the best part of 
a day to fill a cell, since only otic pipette was available*

The electrolyte used In the cell was prepared by 
dissolving SnClg*2Hg|0 In *06 M HOI from which all oxygen 
had been removed by boiling under a reduced pressure and 
subsequent bubbling of hydrogen through It.

The pipette M was used In preparing this solution*
The weighed portion of .SnClg was placed In the pipette which 
was then connected to the system and also to the flask containing 
the air free MCI# After the air had bean removed from the
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pipette* hydrogen was allotted to paisa through It and 
Into the flask containing the HC1* where It was allowed 
to bubble through the solution for ami© time* Then the 
required ©mount wmm run Into the pipette by reducing
the pressure In the system* The pipette m e  then evacuated
until the solution boiled*and then filled with hydrogen 
to remove the last trace® of air# After this the pipette 
was weighed and connected to one of the side tubes of 
the ©ell 0* The tip of the capillary on the pipette fitted 
well inside this tube so that the solution did not come in 
contact with any of the rubber connections• The air between 
the stopcock® was replaced by the usual method and then with 
the cell under a reduced pressure the solution was allowed 
to run into the cell until It was about two-third® full#
The solution In the cell was boiled at reduced pressure for 
a few minutes end then filled with 1% and placed in the 
thermostat* The potential between each pair of amalgam® 
was then measured at short interval® for several hour®
and then at larger intervals for several days*
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2« The Potential Between Pure Tin and Its Saturated

The saturated amalgams used in all cases war© 
prepared and introduced into the ©alls bp the following 
mathoda a ®  nootstar; weight of mercury and tin with a 
few ©c* of .06 H HCl were placed in the flask ?* The acid 
removed any oxide fIlm- that might be formed* The flask 
and Its contents were heated In a beaker of boiling water 
with frequent shaking to Insure samplete mixing* After 
the contents had reached the temperature of the water* 
the capillary tube with stopcock and ground glass Joint 
were fitted to the flask* The one«phase amalgam was then 
run out through the capillary to remove the oxide and excess 
solid phase, and into a capillary funnel which had previously 
been inserted In the cell* The stopcock on the funnel was 
then opened to let the amalgam run Into the cell* Thir 
technique was the same as with the more dilute amalgams.
These two-phased amalgams showed no signs of oxidation and 
would remain bright as long as they were kept out of contact 
with air*

The pur® tin electrodes were prepared by electrolytic
cally depositing tin on a platinum wire electrode at various 
current densities and in various electrolytes* These 
electrodes were prepared Just before they were to be put Into
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the ©ells* 33*ey were carefully washed with the seme 
electrolyte that was to he need in the ©ell* The tin 
electrodes were Introduced into the ©ell In the same 
manner as the platinum electrode used to make contact with 
the amalgams*

The same electrolytes that was used in the amalgam 
©ells were used in these ©ells*

s* The Potential Between the Saturated Amalgam and the 
Hydrogen Electrode

The cells used in determining; the potentiela
between the saturated amalgams and the hydrogen electrodes 
were assembled in the rollowing maimer• fhe electrolyte 
that was to be used In the hydrogen electrode half-cell 
was placed in the bulb D from which it could be run either 
into the ©ell K or to the bridge C* After the hydrogen 
electrodes Mid the bubble tub© were put in their pieces 
the electrolyte was allowed to run into the ©ell until 
the electrodes were Just coveted* Hydrogen*'after first 
passing through the s&burster 0 was allowed to bubble 
through the electrolyte in th® cell* This was necessary 
sine® the electrolyte and electrodes must be completely 
saturated with hydrogen before any measurements ©an be made*
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Th© saturator 0 and th© bubble tub© F war© both filled 
with th© electrolyte a® used In th# hydrogen,
electrode half-cell*

Th© saturated amalgam® war© introduced into th© 
other half ©oil In th# sam# manner as they were In th® 
preceding cell®# The half-cell could be evacuated and 
filled with hydrogen In the same way a® usual by connecting 
to tha system by way of the tub# w^Ich connected B with the 
bridge C* The electrolyte of stannous chloride and 
hydrochloric acid was added to bulb A while a stream of 
hydrogen was Issuing from the stopcock k. After th# 
hydrogen had bubbled through th© solution for sense time 
the call was evacuated and th© solution allowed to run ln» 
After th© cell was filled the eld© arw. was filled with the 
solution by opening th© stopcock J*

Hie two half-cells were then placed In position so 
that they were connected by th© tube-' G* The solution In D 
was allowed to tlow into 0 until It was about two-thirds 
full and then a few ©c* of th# solution In A was,- allowed 
to run into the same tube*

The eamplete cell was then placed in the thermostat 
at 230C and the potential® between the saturated amalgams 
and the hydrogen electrodes measured at frequent interval® 
during the first few hours» and at longer Interval® for the 
rest of th© day* The potential usually reached a constant
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value vary quickly «ad remained constant for several hours* 
Tfom barometer was read each time the potentials were 
measured* the depth to which the Inner tube in F was 
submersed was determined for each cell*



m m  AMD  DISCUSS!OH OF iiKSDLTS

A* The Potential a Between the Various and
the Keference imrnXtmm

The potentials between th® reference amalgam 
and twelir® different amalgams vara determined* Tha 
concentrations expressed In mol fraction ranged fro®
U2 • 0.0002997 to Mg • 0.00995.

Tha electrolytes used In the®® cells war# 
a^proKiBiately 0.015 stelal In stannous chloride and 0.06 
fiomsal in hydrochloric acid. It was found that if th® 
acid was any stronger tin was dissolved from th® amalgam9 
thereby giving a ©hanging potential to the amalgam. If 
the acid was any weaker excessive hydrolysis took place•
Thus the concontra11on of the sold used was a sort of 
a mean between the two difficulties. In the solution 
used only slight hydrolysis took place and since the 
potentials were constant for at least 24 hows very little 
tin could have been dissolved by th® acid.

In all#five cells wet*® filled and their potentials 
measured. In each was the reference amalgam and three other 
amalgams. In some of the cells two of the d e c  trod® a were 
of th® same concentration. This showed that the potential
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of the amalgam® 1mro very r#pr©dnetble#f0r their potential® 
varied no more than *02 of a millivolt*

In each cell six different potential® war® measured* 
fhia afforded a valuable check on each of tha potential® 
alnoa any three value® would give all th# value® needed*

Xn Tab 1# X are given the manured value® for a 
typical cell* fhe first column give® the tine at which the 
potential® were manured and In each of the other column® 
are given the potential of the particular pair of amalgam® 
indicated at the top#

to Table XX w# have tabulated th# potential® of all 
the amalgams referred to the most dilute amalgam* Tim first 
eolunaa gives th# mol fraction and the second the potential 
of the amalgam# again®! the most dilute* ¥he®e potential® 
have been calculated from the potential® of each of the 
amalgams against th# reference amalgam* Bile table also 
give® th© potential between the saturated tin amalgam and 
the most dilute amalgam* This was obtained by measuring the 
potential between the saturated amalgam and th® reference 
amalgam*



fable 1

time 1 - 2 1 - 3 1 - 4 2 - 3 2- 4 3 — 4

0:36 .00218 .05759 •00872 .03970 .00152 .041510j 50 212 8789 m o 8970 161 41301*40 220 3759 569 3981 148 41202*45 221 8789 868 3981 147 41283*05 221 375SS 368 8081 146 412764*00 222 5759 866 ■3882 146 412754*55 223 87585 868 5982 144 41275*40 223 37885 368 39825 144 41276*50 223 5758 368 39825 144 41278:55 224 3768 3885 30826 144 41279*30 224 5788 569 39826 144 412729*15 224 8785 573 3080 148 412823*00 224 3786 873 3981 148 412924*00 224 5786 378 3981 140 415025*30 224 8786 373 3081 149 415027*45 224 3756 574 3981 160 413129*00 224 3756 374 5981 160 413146*00 228 3786 877 3980 153 413540*00 223 37566 3775 3980 153 413352*00 223 3756 8776 3970 154 4134
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B* The Potential Between Furg fin and Its Saturated

Cons I dor a b 1 a difficulty was «neounttr#d in obtain
ing reproducible potential a between tha saturated amalgams 
and pur© tin* Approximately thirty tin electrodes war© 
prepared by ©lac bropiating tin on platinn® electrode® from 
a number of different solution® and at a©vara1 currant 
dans it la®* or this number only eleven gave any tiding Ilka 
a constant potential* But practically all of tha electrodes 
that gave a constant value were within - *0001 of a volt 
of the average value* While the others varied over a large 
range of potential®, some even being positive against the 
saturated amalgam* The electrode® that gave a ©cm®tent 
value were not prepared from, any particular solution or 
at a definite current density* the following solutions 
were used in depositing tin on th© platinum electrodes*
MaO.ll and SnClg at 80° , 6 Jl MCI and cone* SnClg, and m 
dilute 1101 and dilute SnClg bath* Th© latter appeared to 
give the best results* It is very probable that the best 
electrodes are prepared at a high current density*

Th© average of th® eleven values which were fairly 
constant was *0010 volt & t #0001 of m volt*
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C • 4B m  Potential Between th# Saturated and
the Hydrogen Klootrod#

OmUPWtinrtWinnirH ijlffii*»awOwwiiSWllWMIIWWl»»«il»aaM*WM)^^

In all# a total or seventeen ©ells war# filled and 
their potential# measured* whleh meant that 54 values war# 
obtained for th# call #xj»r#*##<l a# follows«

H g j  H C l( ja n )  jjsnCX^lxm) * HC1<js*b) y H g S n C a a ls . )

A few or then® vain## must b# discarded for various reason#*
In cell H both the hydrogen electrode# and th#

saturated amalgams were rather erratic* It was also noted
that some diffusion took place* Whll# a value tliat was
fairly constant for about three hours was obtained# th# 
oM value calculated fro® It was 10 Millivolts higher than 
any of the other values*

In ©ells 1# 2# 5 and 4 In which the most dilute 
acid was used# no constant values were obtained* While 
the potentials of the two saturated amalgams In th© cells 
war# practically th# same they slowly increased* In view 
of the fact that in all the other ©ells constant values 
were found almost from the time th# ©ells were placed In 
th# bath# the first few values war# averaged and used In 
calculating B°* Little weight ©an be given to these values# 
but moat of thorn wore very close to th# average value that 
was calculated from the other ©ells*
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In only two owll a did tha potentials of tha 
saturated amalgams vary by more than a tanth of a 
millivolt, thaaa being tha amalgams la ©all H mentioned 
above and In ©all 3, on© of tha dilute ©old ©alia* In 
most cases they varied no more than a few hundredth© of 
a millivolt* Thes© potentials remained constant In most 
©as©© for at least 3 hours, varying only with ate©spheric 
pressure*

Tha data obtained for a particular call ara shown 
In Table XXX* Tha tl«© at which th© potentials war© taken 
are given in column one, th© potentials between each 
amalgam and the two hydrogen electrodes In th© next four 
columns and tha barometric pressure in the last column*

fable XV give© aonaantratloiui of tha ftnClg 
HC1, th© average of th© potential between each amalgam and 
th© two hydrogen electrodes, tha barometric pressure and 
th© depth to which the inner tub© in th© bubble tub© was 
submersed for each call*
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7i*tole XXX

iuaaalgaat A Aya#* 1 B 3uta®0rsion 
1*5 cm

Ti m# in Bra. Ho ©ieet- rod# A Mg #X#et»rod# B Bg #l##t*rod# B
%  eloct rod# 4 • Barom©trio presaur#

OtlO •10887 .18502 •18393 •18593 777.0 tan.
Oili .18555 •18383 •18393 •18392 777.0 «osas •18387 .18388 .18393 •18392 777.0 w0:40 •18387 •18388 .18393 •18892 777.0 •
1*08 .18387 •18388 .18395 .10598 777.0 112*00 •18389 •18390 •18393 •18398 776.® 112 <20 •18389 •18390 •18393 •10323 776.7 *
2*80 •18390 .10891 •10897 •10598 776.8 •0:45 •18388 •18389 •18398 •18594 776.1 *5:10 .18588 .18890 •18396 .18394 778.6 11
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Tmblm XV

Hw*j  «• )iwhuimhh. i w . w ww.iqiLiĝ ii.Hf>■• i jji h r ii^ -w w irw.wiw w. <iwi’,iwmi>i»!w ■■•wijiiiiim.cHi» iwwp -«i wwiiii)>i ii.i—u i»>[i jW*miw » i. i i ii ujiini»iWhihihw 'H n w w w vnm rmmin m m ii

M M&MWPG&
QmXX Molality 

ot SnClg Molality
ot MCI

Amalgam
A

immX^m
3

BeromtrioPreaaure
imtsmm
Qlon

M .001930 .0950 •1S043 .18066 707.2 1.6 0mF .001900 .0969 .18075 .18078 767.8 1.50 .000940 .0959 .18888 .19010 762.0 1.4B .000900 .0960 •19696 .19731 767.2 1.1I .001330 .08785 .18155 .18165 777.0 1.51 .0003084 .06536 .18308 .18618 764.2 1.52 .000978 .06536 .17040 .17040 762.9 1.5
3 •001012 .05536 .17028 .17066 768.3 1.6/ 4 .001001 .06636 .17090 .17100 755.3 1.3
3 •001153 .08785 .18410 .18410 764.0 1.5
0 .001703 .08785 •17988 .17938 764.6 1.6V .001400 .08786 .10082 .18082 700.3 1.6a .0008095 .0933 .18922 .18922 708.4 1.29 .000988 .0933 •18768 .18764 769.0 2.0
10 .001369 .0933 .18388 .18393 777.0 1.311 •001585 .0933 .18226 .10233 754.6 1.3
IB .001821 .0933 .18045 •18046 758.0 1.3
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CiiLC ISIaATI OKS 

A* Th# Activity or Tin In Tin
him ® ,i .mu i wmimwm* »ii'»<wiijwn ifi<»»»MBWWi«Miiî

The method. which wm will us© In calculating th© 
activity of tin In tin amalgam® from th© electromotive
fora© of such amalgam a has been developed In th© first
part of this paper*

Th© most dilute amalgam. was. selected as th© 
reference and its activity and mol fraction arc

i Xrepresented by A~ and Kg* Then in the equation

log m - log Mg) ♦ log Sg w i M
be th# electromotive fore© between the reference ©salgam 
and any other amalgam, whoa# mol fraction and activity 
ar© respectively Mg and #g*

If we plot the quantity in th# parenthesis against 
the mol fraction Mg as in Figure XV, w© can extrapolate 
the curve to where It cuts th© vertical axis at ©hioh Mg 
Is equal to aero. th© value of this limiting ordinate 
must be equal to -log «g, for when Mg 1© »©ro *® i#!g
and th# log iS is equal to sero. This gives at one© th#%
activity of tin in the most dilute amalgam or the so-called 
reference amalgam. Furthermore, If the value of this 
limiting ordinate Is subtracted from th# ordinate of any
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other value of it gi?«® at one© the corresponding 
value of the log ||_ , from which tee activity ie
easily ©aleulatad•

8 too# this calculation depend® upon mn extra* 
polated fain® it la aaaaatl&l that both th® c o no an tr a fc i on 
and e l m  tr emotive fore© of th# vary dilute amalgam® be 
accurately known* A ©stall error in th® concentration of 
tli© so amalgam® would ©an©# mxoh larger error In th# 
potentiala than would th© ©am# error in the more concentrat~ 
ad amalgam©• to ^taw of thl© feet it seemed advlaabl# to 
Incorporate with our values those obtained by iileharda and 
Wilson Cl}* Thle would serve both to add weight to th# 
extrapolated value and aa a means o f ©©^paring the two 
determination®* ihila iiiohard© and Wilson only established 
the potential between, four different amalgams these were 
all to the dilute portion of our o u m  and therefore are 
in the region where they would be most useful*

toslr measurements were carried out at SO°C« but 
by us® of their temperature ©©efficient® we have calculated 
the eleefcromotlve fore® of their values at 25 C* These 
value®freferred to th® scab dilute amalgam are given to 
?fabl@ V*

In relating their value© with our own we hmve used 
th® equation for the electromotive fore® of a eonoen*
tratlon call K - .0806© log f®. in calculating the potential

%between their most dilute amalgam and our most dilute amalgam*



Table V

1, B

•0002758
•0004469•001051.005524

0.00626.01670.05160

the3© two amalgam© ©re weir dilute anil 
their concentrations very close together It is reasonable 
to assume that the ratio of their mol fractions ere not 
appreciably different from th© ratio of their activities. 
Therefor©» w© have calculated the potential between the 
two amalgams by th© above equation using their mol 
fractions. This value is found on the third; line in 
the third column of Table VI.



Table VI

% -log »# fdSSM
leg Mg Sf

ftg

0 —  <P 0 3.5682 < 1 0*0002738 3.5626 0 5.8628 • 9878 .0002703
*0002997 3*5253 .00116 3.5628 .9870 .0002958.0004469 5*3428 .00626 3*5614 .2845 .0004400
*0006469 3*2629 *00877 5.8594 ♦ t&IS ,■'-''05540*0006256 3.2037 .01049 8.5583 .9709 .0006115
.001051 2*9867 .01670 3.8812 .9616 .0009018
*001284 2.8914 •01940 3.8472 *9328 .001824•002246 2*6486 .02620 3.543 *9240 .008077.00520*? 2.4940 .03041 8.8221 .8993 .008883
.005524 2.4530 .03160 8.5215 .0970 .003164.004209 2*8789 .03554 3.8098 .0742 .005679.005012 2.3000 .03849 3.4990 .0545 .004281
.005806 2.3362 .03710 3*4904 .8360 .004853*006760 2.1701 .03878 3.4801 *0164 .005518.008436 2.0759 *04097 8.4590 .7777 .006660
*009442 2.0249 .04200 5*4440 .7827 .007107
.00998 2.0022 .04244 8.4569 .7891 .007354
•01263 1.8986 •04461 3.4067 .6894 .008704

In Table VI are given th# M l  fractious fig or the 
amalgam* log Mg* the potentials between each amalgam and

HlR’ggg *

tin In each amalgam, 
extrapolated value 
the values indicated 
Klcharda and 0ila<m(tfl) 
agreement of tha two 
the uno©rtainty of the 

©xtrapola feed valu©•

the most dilute amalgam* th© value of
the ratio of and the activity of

®2At the top of column four is given the 
obtained from th© curve in Figure IV.
by red circles are those obtained from 
data* Tim mm points show the very good 
determinations, ms well as to decrease
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Xn Figure 7 the activities of tin In tin amalgams 
have been plotted again* t their mol fractions with the 
exception of th® saturated amalgam* Tkm points enclosed 
in the red. circles are those obtained from the data of 
Richards and Wilson CD*

B* The Standard Kleotrodtc potential of Tin

The potential of the hydrogen electrode la considered
to be aero only when th# pressure of the hydrogen gas la at 
on# atmosphere* Thus if the pressure of the hydrogen is at 
any other pressure th# potential of th® cell must be 
corrected for pressure by means of the following equations

£ « .09950 log 760 *P 'where P 1c the pressure of hydrogen in any cell* This 
pressure la obtained in the ease of our cells by subtracting 
tlie vapor pressure of water at 80°C* from th# barometric 
pressure and adding the pressure caused by the depth of the 
liquid In th# bubble tube* This potential is subtracted 
from the measured value*

Th# equation which Is to be used in calculation of
oth# B values was developed in the first part of this paper

and is a® follows! '
U * E° - .08968 log (/Vjj* l%»38

rvsif* ̂ 830^
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Th© activity coefficients of the hydrogen Ion 
at various Ionic etrength as |i?ea by Lewis and Kendall {ID 
appear to be Inconsistent# for when the activity coefficient® 

are plotted against the ionic strength A  as shown by 
the curve A of Figure ¥1, several of the points do not fall 
on the curve. For this reason the activity coefficients 
of the hydrogen ion have been calculated from the nctivil^ 
coefficienta of hydrochloric acid obtained by Kendall and 
Xoung {12}• Theae values for the activity coefficient .of 
hydrochloric acid at various ionic strengths are shown by 
the curve 0 of Figure VI* These values appear to fora a 
very smooth curve with all the points falling on the curve*
In order to obtain the yr* of the hydrogen ion from the mean 
activity coefficient of hydrochloric acid* It 1®
necessary to have the y m for the chloride ion* To obtain 
y' _ for the chloride ion wo must assume that Y+ ^or the 

potassium Ion and r. for fcbe *hlarld* ion in potassium 
chloride are equal and therefor® equal to for potassium 
chloride* This is very nearly correct since the transference 
numbers of the potassium ion and th© chloride ion are very 
©lose together* ft® have plotted the y%, of potassium chloride 
a© determined by boatehard (15) at various ionic strengths* 
This carve is shown in Figure VI and indicated by the letter 
D* The for the hydrogen ion was calculated at various
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loale strength© by squaring the y'l of hydrochloric acid
m

sad dividing by the of potassium chloride at correspond- 
lug lonle strengths• The results of such a calculation are 
shown by the curve B in Figure Vf • The calculated values 
of yV for the hydrogen ion are somewhat lower than those 
of howls and Bands!! (1 3 ) • The values from which the four 
curves ware plotted are given In Table ¥11#

ftandall and Murakami (14) have determined the activity 
coefficient Vi of the stannous Ion In stannous chloride In 
the presence of hydrochloric acid* Using these activity 
coefficients In calculating we get m value that Is fairly 
eon at ant but which is only a few Millivolt* higher than B° 
for lead*

Since lead chloride and stannous chloride are both 
weak salts and both divalent metals their activity coefficients 
should be very nearly the same* Lewis and iiandall (IB) have 
calculated, the activity ooeffioients of lead chloride from data 
obtained by Broneted (16)•
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fable VII

Ionic strength Y± HC1 Yl KCl Vn+caie* Vi* Lewis & Randall

.002 .9526 •9508 .9544 .97

.005 •9286 .9260 .9511 .95.010 .9040 .8990 .9090 .92.020 .8740 .8674 .8806 .90.055 .8477 .8372 .8585 -

.050 .8293 .8150 .8441 .88.075 .8096 .7875 .8320.100 .7955 .7640 .8285 .84

ionicThese values at various/strengths are as follows:
Sl*- 0.003 0.006 0.005 0.03 0.06 0.117
Y+ 0.81 0*74 0*65 0.55 0.47 0.59

The values were plotted against the ionic strength 
as shown by the curve in Figure VII.

VJe have calculated the K° values of the cells by 
using activity coefficients ^  of lead ions which were 
obtained by cubing the Y±  FbClg and dividing by the 
square of the y'i. ot the chloride ion taken from the 
curves at the Ionic strength of the solution used in each cell*

By the same method as above w© have calculated E° 
values for each of the cells by employing the activity 
coefficients of PbClg obtained by Carmondy (7). The results 
of his values were also plotted against the ionic strength 
in Figure VII. As a means of comparison the values of
SnClg obtained by Randall and Murakami (14) are also plotted
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against the Ionic strength* 
oThe B values obtained by these three series of 

calculations are given In the last three oolmm& of Table 
VXl'X* The first column gives the number of the cell and 
amalgam* Column two Is the measured potential corrected 
for pressure*

Any value that differs from the average value by 
more than four times the average deviation is not included 
in the final average* To the average value In each case 
must be added the potential between the saturated amalgam 
and pure tin, thus Increasing the potential of all three 
by one-millivolt*

The E° value obtained by use of handsXI and Murakami? si 14} 
values for the activity coefficient of stannous ions seems 
unreasonable in view of the value which Mo yes and To mhm (B )  

have obtained for the equilibrium between lead and tin* which 
Indicates that the standard electrode potential of tin should 
b® *0140 volts higher than the standard electrode potential 
of lead*

The present accepted value for lead calculated by 
Lewis and Kendall (6) from several sources is 0*122# which 
would make the value for tin 0*156* Hatfield (8) in this 
laboratory has just completed a determination of the electrode 
potential of lead by the same method which we have used for tin* 
using the following cells 
Hg / HClO^x*) jh’biCH}4)g(ya) -*• HC104{*») ' lisfb (sat.)
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t & b l m  V III

€#11 isms X.gam E M#a$ui*
Bo ed
S A •18019a .15030F A .18034i .1803?a A .18045

a •18064H A •10660a .10786X A .10147a .18147
1 A .18477

a .18487
a A .17006a .17006
s A .16077a .170044 A .17044

a .17064
5 A .18678

B .10678
6 A .178071 .17807V A .18044B .18044
a A .18808a .18908
9 A .10766B .1075210 A .18579a .1860411 A .181771 .18185

18 A .10006B .10005
A

Kandmll Brons ted Carmondy

.1291 •1376 .1395• 1202 .1376 .1596• 1294 .1379 .1308• 1206 .1379 .1599

.1294 .137? .1397.1206 .1379 .1390.1561 .1443 .1463•1366 .1440 • 1469.1200 .1571 .1392.1290 .1371 .1392.1500 • 1378 .1596.1310 .1379 .1397.1506 .1566 • 1394.1306 .1366 .1394.1307 .1368 .1306•1312 .1572 .1400.1303 .1375 .1401

.1304 .1374 .1402.1295 .1574 .1396.1206 .1374 .1396•1293 .1376 .1397•1293 .1576 .1597
•1293 • 1375 .1596
• 1203 •1573 .1306•1294 .1376 .1306• 1294 .1376 ♦ 1596.1209 • 1372 .1592• 1280 .1571 .1307.1294 .1376 .1397
.1204 •1377 .1507
.1202 * 13711 .1396•1293 .1375 .1396•1291 .1374 •1394.1291 .1374 .1394
• 1293 .1375 .1396.0010 •0010 .0010
.1303 .1305 .1406
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He obtain# .1249 volte for B° for lead. If .0140 volts 
Is added to this we gat *1380 which is in good agreement 
with the value that we gat using Baroneted* s activity 
coefficients*

Carmondy (7) has determined the electrode potential 
of lead to he *1234 if to this is added the value of Noyes 
and Tomb® (6) we get *1404 for tin which ©compares very 
Closely to the value that we get when we use his activity 
coefficients for lead Ion Instead of Hronsted** .{16} •

These results indicate that while the measured, 
potentials are satisfactory the calextlatlon of an exact K° 
value must await the determination of More accurate activity 
coefficients* They further indicate that the activity 
coefficients of tin must not bm far removed from those of 
lead and that those found for at anxious Ion must he in error 
In some way since they are approximately only half those 
which have been obtained for lead*

In view of the value of 0*1240 volts that Hatfield (S) 
has found for the electrode potential of lead, which on 
adding the equilibrium value of Moyes and To a be, gives 
0*1380 volte for the electrode potential of tin, we shall 
consider the K° value that has been calculated from 
Bronsted9* (16) activity coefficients to be more nearly the 
&rus value* The average deviation of his value is - *0004 
volt®, thus our value of 0*1383 Is within this deviation of 
the value calculated from hi® value for lead*
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mSCmBXQB OF KBliOHS 

A. The Activity of Tin

The mol fractions of tin hi the tin amalgam© have 
a precision of 0.0 of on® percent a© determined by 
analyse** Such an error would cause a difference of 0.05 
millivolt© in the potential of any amalgam. The potentials 
a© determined for nearXy all of the amalgam© were constant 
within this value.

The potential© of the amalgams could be measured to 
£ 0.01 of a millivolt by means of the type K Potentiometer•
A olmnge la temperature of a tenth of a degree produces only 
a change of 0.01 of a millivolt in the potential of the 
amalgams. Since the temperature of the thermostat was 
constant to within £ *02°, no error would result from this 
source •

Any error caused by oxidation should be very small 
since the potentials remained constant for a long period 
of time*

Tli© error in the activities of tin should therefore 
be in the ©am© order of magnitude as that in the mol fractions, 
namely .2 of one percent.
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S* 111© Potential BttiHO to#, fin and its Saturated Amalgam

The only sour©© of error in the determination of the 
potential between, the mature tod amalgam and pure tin that 
needs to be considered Is that due to the difficulty In 
attaining an equilibrium value* The error from this source 
far overshadows any other error that might be present*

Bines the tin in each else trod© is of the same .purity 
the difficulty In obtaining an equilibrium value must be 
ascribed to a difference in physical states of the metal*
In other word® the metal must be under different degrees of 
strain*

That this Is true is readily seen from the fact that 
out of a total of thirty electrodes prepared and .measured 
only eleven gave anything like an equilibrium * value • Their 
potentials varied over a wide range and did not reach an 
equilibrium value*

The constant values of each of the eleven electrodes 
were averaged and the average deviation from the mean was 
about a tenth of a millivolt* Thus the potential between the 
saturated tin amalgam and pure tin has been determined to 
t o.l of a millivolt.
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C* The Standard Electrode Potential of Tin*

The airman# deflation from the mean of the 
calculated values for B0 la £ 0*2 of a millivolt* This 
error is slightly more than can b© accounted top consider
ing the vaireus factors which influence the calculation* 

the measured potentials themselves can be 
determined to within £ 0*01 of a millivolt by means of 
the potentiometer* and need not be considered* as it 
would have no effect on the final result*

The potentials of the saturated amalgams themselves 
do not vary more than a 0*1 of a millivolt* as shown by 
the two amalgams In any one cell*

The molalities of the hydrogen ion are in error by 
no more than 0*2 of one percent* The same Is true for 
the activity coefficients for the hydrogen Ions• Euch an 
error in either case would make a difference of less than 
0*1 of a millivolt In the calculated B° value•

The molalitSeaof the stannous ion are precise only 
to about 0*6 of one percent as are the activity coefficients
of the stannous ion* but since neither of these values are

osquared. In the equation for calculating & such an error in 
either would cause a difference of leas than 0*1 of a millivolt 
in the E0 value*
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Wo can, therefore, readily see that without 
eonalderlug any error due to oxygen being present that 
the average deviation of the itaaru' of 0*2 of a millivolt 
la aa well aa could be expected* The values that deviate 
more than this average can readily he explained by the 
presence of oxygen*
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C0VCUJSXO*

1* fh© activities of tin In tin amalgams at 80 0* have 
been calculated from the &1e e t roiso t1v© force of the 
amalgams* Those values are for the entire rang© 
tram * O to Mg *» *01203, the saturated amalgam*

2* The concentration of tin .in the liquid phase of the
osaturated amalgam at 20 0 has been found to be 

1*263 mol percent Instead of 1*21 mol percent as 
found b^ Vanlleterea*

3* Thm potential between pure tin end its saturated
amalgam, at 2B°G * has bmmn determined as *0010 volts 
t .0001 volts.

4* fha standard electrode potential of tin has been 
found to be 0*1380 volts J *0002 volts*
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